
Title: Color Analysis In A Scene Of A Movie 

When the movie industry began, its artisans only had the capability to film in black and white. As it
always does, technology pushed the envelope, and sound, color and even 3-D were added to the
basic medium of film (and science fiction writers like Aldous Huxley and Neal Stephenson have even 
predicted tactile and interactive movies), but perhaps most powerful was the simple addition of
color, which has become a metaphor for corporeal life, sensuality, sexuality and vitality.
In an era when some audiences feel black and white films are hopelessly passe and
Hitchcock's classic, Psycho, was (unimpressively) remade shot for shot, merely for the 
purpose of photographing it in color, perhaps it's worth our time to think about how
color first came on the cinematic scene, not all at once, like Athena bursting from the 
head of Zeus, but little by little, trickling into our field of vision and how color has 
been used, either in predominantly black and white films or has shared the screen,
often giving the sense of two worlds.
These ideas were first presented as a lecture comparing and contrasting how color has 
been used in black-and-white films or how color and black-and-white have been used 
together for symbolic effect. Basically, since the 1980s, color has been used in film to 
delineate different worlds in its most sophisticated use, delineating subjective or 
internal realities.
In the late 1930s, color began to be used in musicals and action-adventures. The first Hollywood

full-color film was Becky Sharp (1934), a film version of the Thackeray novel, Vanity
Fair.
Originally, using color was much more expensive, so if a studio couldn't afford do the
entire film in color, they used a little bit. One example that was not to be is RKO's 
Astaire-Rogers film, Carefree (1938). RKO was a little studio and didn't really use 
technicolor, which was an expensive process. One song-and-dance number of the film,
featuring the Irving Berlin song, "I used to be color blind," was originally intended to be 
in color, but the studio changed its mind to keep costs down. The segment still calls out
for color.
The partial filmography below of color and black-and-white films includes one example,
troheim's Greed, from the 1920s, two from the 1930s and three from the 1940s. There 

are only a handful more color and black and white films from the early days of film (including some 
silent films with color, Kid Millions (1934), Solid Gold Cadillac (1956) and Ben Hur (1959) in which
Christ is in color.
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Color was really only used in early films as a novelty. There are also some early films with sepia 
sequences or green negatives or dyed or hand-colored scenes. After the 1940s comes a big gap with 
one major feature film using an integration of color and black-and-white stock during the 1950s, 
1960s and 1970s. The next example is Francis Ford Coppola's Rumble Fish from 1983. The point is
that color was still new and glamorous enough in the 50s, 60s and 70s that a director was unlikely
to choose black-and-white to make an artful statement (as in the case of Woody Allen's Manhattan
or the more recent Pi.) Pleasantville, released in fall 1998, used 1,700 special effects (compare this
with 350 for Independence Day) and represents a huge breakthrough in the technology of color and
black and white integration. I predict that we will now see a blossoming of the use of color and
black-and-white together (television advertising and billboards have already begun to exhibit this
trend).
In films like Pleasantville and The Wizard of Oz, color differentiates two universes. A short synopsis
of Pleasantville is that a contemporary teenager fascinated by a perky and idyllic, black-and-white
1950s television sit-com called "Pleasantville" gets magically injected into the show. The film is hip
and self-referential in a way that most other films about two worlds aren't and it's rather heavy-
handed, but ultimately I like it because color in Pleasantville is a metaphor for all the cultural
influences that entered mainstream Anglo-Saxon America in the 1960s and could not be shut out. 
These include jazz music and sexual freedom (because of the new forms of birth control that would
emerge in the 1960s), other new freedoms, questioning authority and conflict and change can't be 
stopped once the floodgates are opened. The most significant twist on cultural influences symbolized

at it becomes a metaphor for race. The people who have experienced epiphanies or 
strong emotion are represented in color and referred to as "coloreds," while the people
who are still only black and white try to segregate and oppress them. 
The metaphors of the everyday human world versus idealized worlds are not 
consistent, however. In The Wizard of Oz, Kansas in the same decade of the dust bowl 
appears in black-and-white and that someplace over the rainbow, that someplace far, 
far away where there isn't any trouble is the technicolor world of Oz. Like David and
his fraternal twin, Jennifer, who get injected into Pleasantville, Dorothy says from the


